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Abstract. The visual output from a personal desktop application is limited to
the resolution of the local desktop and display. This prevents the desktop application from utilizing the resolution provided by high-resolution tiled display walls.
Additionally, most desktop applications are not designed for the distributed and
parallel architecture of display walls, limiting the availability of such applications in these kinds of environments. This paper proposes the Network Accessible
Compute (NAC) model, transforming personal computers into compute services
for a set of display-side visualization clients. The clients request output from the
compute services, which in turn start the relevant personal desktop applications
and use them to produce output that can be transferred into display-side compatible formats by the NAC service. NAC services are available to the visualization
clients through a live data set, which receives requests from visualization nodes,
translates these to compute messages and forwards them to available compute
services. Compute services return output to visualization nodes for rendering. Experiments conducted on a 28-node, 22-megapixel, display wall show that the time
used to rasterize a 350-page PDF document into 550 megapixels of image tiles
and display these image tiles on the display wall is 74.7 seconds (PNG) and 20.7
seconds (JPG) using a single computer with a quad-core CPU as a NAC service.
When increasing this into 28 quad-core CPU computers, this time is reduced to
4.2 seconds (PNG) and 2.4 seconds (JPG). This shows that the application output
from personal desktop computers can be made interoperable with high-resolution
tiled display walls, with good performance and independent of the resolution of
the local desktop and display.

1

Introduction

A display wall is a wall-sized high-resolution tiled display. It provides orders of magnitude higher resolution than regular desktop displays and can provide insight into problems not possible to visualize on such displays. The large size of display walls enable
several users to work on the same display surface, either to compare visualizations or
to collaborate on the same visualization. The combination of resolution and size enable
users to get overviews of the visualizations, at the same time being able to walk up close
to look at details.
Visualization domains that benefit from the resolution offered by display walls include gigapixel images and planetary-scale data sets. These types of domains provide

content in the order of tens and thousands of megapixels. In addition, more ”standard”
visualization domains such as spreadsheet, word-processing, and presentation-style applications can benefit from higher resolution displays, enabling them to display much
more content than a normal sized display would allow for.
However, applications are tied to both the resolution of the local desktop and display, and the operating system environment installed on the local computer. In addition,
display walls often comprise a parallel and distributed architecture, which often requires
parallelizing applications to run them with good performance. This makes porting opensource software time-consuming and proprietary software solutions close to impossible.
For example, showing a Microsoft Word document on a display wall is difficult, since
Word is designed for a single computer system, and therefore cannot be simply “run”
on the display wall. A modified remote desktop system can be used to bring the content of a computer display to a display wall. However, the resolution of the remotely
displayed content usually matches the resolution of the local computer’s display. Although, some remote desktop systems support higher virtual resolution (such as the
Windows Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) [17] supporting a maximum resolution of
4096x2048), they still do not utilize the full resolution of typical display walls, and such
systems have performance problems with increasing number of pixels [15]. In addition,
some desktop applications have a predefined layout for the graphical user-interface. For
example, it is to the authors’ knowledge not any PDF viewer that can show more than
a couple of PDF pages in width. For regular resolution displays this might be enough,
but for high-resolution tiled display walls, which often have orders of magnitude higher
resolution, it is not.
To address these problems, this paper presents the Network Accessible Compute
(NAC) model, transforming compute resources into compute services for a set of visualization clients (figure 1). The NAC model defines two classes of compute resources;
static such as clusters, grids and supercomputers and dynamic such as laptops and desktop computers. Static compute resources are accessed according to their security policies and access protocols. Dynamic compute resources are customized, on-the-fly, to
become compute services in the system. The dynamic compute resources are the main
focus of this paper. A live data set [8] separates the compute-side from the display-side,
thus enabling both compute services and visualization clients to be added or removed
from the system without affecting their underlying implementation or communication
protocols. This situation is different from a traditional client-server model. Firstly, compute services are communicating with the visualization nodes through a data space architecture allowing both visualization- and compute-nodes to be added transparently to
each other. Secondly, for dynamic compute resources, users have their own software
environment installed on the compute service, which enables the compute-side to produce customized data for the display-side based on users custom software installation.
Visualization systems can therefore visualize this data without understanding the original data format, as long as a transformation function exists that can represent the data
in a format familiar and customized to the visualization system.
Using personal desktop computers as compute services for a display wall tracks
the current trend in computer hardware architectures. Today, modern computers have
become both multi- and many-core. The increase in transistor density combined with

Fig. 1. Illustration of multiple desktop computers used as a NAC resource to provide processed
data for a visualization system running on a high-resolution tiled display wall.

the memory-, ILP- and frequency-walls [16] has forced processor vendors into devoting
transistors to CPU cores, on-chip caches and memory- and communication-systems,
rather than extracting instruction level parallelism or increasing frequency on single
cores [24]. Current contemporary processor chips contain multiple cores up to 100 per
chip [27]. Current state of the art GPUs contain up to 480 cores per chip [19]. Following
Moores law, there is no indication that this trend will not continue for the foreseeable
future. Users own more and more computers, and some might have available processing,
memory, storage and network available.
The NAC model improves on the following: (i) It enables desktop computers to
produce data for a display wall without modifying or porting the applications on the
desktop computer; (ii) it enables remote compute resources to produce data for a display
wall without requiring custom software running on the remote site; (iii) it allows for
visualization of data from desktop computers without being limited to the resolution of
the local display; (iv) it enables cross-platform visualization of data located on a desktop
computer without the need for the application to be executed on the visualization node;
and (v) desktop computers are customized by a live data set and do therefore not need
to install or keep any software updated to be able to communicate with the display-side.
The novelty of the system is the usage of locally installed desktop applications in
a display wall context, by decoupling the resolution of the local computer from the
display, thus enabling existing desktop applications to utilize the resolution of highresolution tiled display walls.
This paper makes three contributions: (i) The Network Accessible Compute (NAC)
model; (ii) WallScope, a system realizing the NAC model in a personal computing
environment; and (iii) a performance evaluation of the WallScope system.
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Related Work

The NAC model has common characteristics with public (global) computing, where
the idea is to use the world’s computational power and disk space to create virtual
supercomputers capable of solving problems and conduct research previously infeasible. There are a number of projects focusing on public computing, among others
SETI@home [3], Predictor@home [21], Folding@home [20] and Climateprediction.net
[25]. These projects use the BOINC (Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing) [2] platform. The overall goal of BOINC is to make it easy for scientists to
create and operate public-resource computing projects. A user wanting to participate in
the BOINC project downloads and installs a BOINC client which is used to communicate with the server-side. While there are similarities between the NAC model and
BOINC there are some important differences. In BOINC the focus is to make it easy
to utilize available computational resources. For the NAC model, the focus is to utilize
desktop applications for domain specific computation of data for a set of visualization
clients. NAC gives users complete control over what data is shared, and enables users to
choose this data from their personal computer on a per data-element basis, for example
only page 1 and 3 of a 10-page document. This also includes complete control over
the output format such as pixels, PDF, original source, etc. In addition, the live data set
used as part of the realization of the NAC model supports local and remote compute resources like clusters and supercomputers, which are not supported by BOINC focusing
exclusively on public computing.
There are other system sharing characteristics with NAC such as Condor [14], Minimum Intrusion Grid (MIG) [28], XtremWeb [6] and XtremWeb-CH [1] (comprising
the two versions XWCH-sMs, and XWCH-p2p). However, their main difference to the
NAC model is the same as for BOINC. In contrast to these systems focusing on utilizing
available computational resources, the NAC model focuses on using desktop applications for domain specific computation of data for distributed visualization systems.
In addition to the research projects focusing on global computing, there are other
projects sharing characteristics with NAC. These include the Scalable Adaptive Graphics Environment (SAGE) [9] based on TeraVision [22] and TeraScope [31], OptiStore
[30], Active Data Repository [11], Active Semantic Caching [4], DataCutter [5], ParVox
[12], The Remote Interactive Visualization and Analysis System (RIVA) [13], OptiPuter
[23], Digital Light Table [10] and Scalable Parallel Visual Networking [7]. However,
these systems do not support remote compute resources nor the ability to customize
personal computers on-the-fly to become compute nodes in the system.

3

Architecture

The network accessible compute model is realized using a data space architecture,
where visualization nodes communicate with compute nodes through a live data set
(figure 2). For distributed visualization systems, a separate state server gets user input and provides all visualization clients with the global view state of the visualization
through a separate event server. Compute nodes in the system produce data customized
to the particular visualization domain of the visualization clients. The network accessible compute resources can be categorized into two classes; static and dynamic. A static

Fig. 2. Architecture.

compute resource is a compute resource that the live data set has been pre-configured
to communicate with. This category ranges from clusters of computers to supercomputers which have strict underlying security and access policies (software running on
a supercomputer is often prohibited to make outgoing connections). A dynamic compute resource is a compute resource that is customized by the live data set to produce
data for the system. A computer can become a dynamic compute node in the system by
registering with the live data set to become customized, and then provide information
about the type of requests that it can process and what data it will share with the system.

The display-side of the system can query the live data set to get information about
all the data that it comprises. This data is a combination of all the data the compute
resources can process on behalf of the display-side. From the visualization nodes point
of view, the live data set contains all the data pre-processed. However, the live data
set will only actually contain data that has been processed, and all requests for data
that has not been processed will be sent to a compute node that can produce this data.
This is done transparently to the display-side, and thus hides all computation to the
visualization clients.

4

Design

The display-side of the system comprises a set of visualization clients that request data
from the live data set, which they then use as part of the rendering. Each visualization
client combines the view state received from the view state server (via the event server)
with the location in the display grid to determine what data to request from the live data
set. The live data set contains data customized for the particular visualization domain of
the visualization clients, for example maps rendered into image tiles or files converted
to a format that the visualization clients understand.
The customization of the dynamic compute nodes is done by the live data set. A
computer that wishes to become a compute node in the system initiates contact with
the live data set. The live data set responds with a piece of code that is downloaded
to the compute node. This code is responsible for performing the initial setup with the
live data set. When the compute node has downloaded and started the code, a plugin
validation phase is started. The downloaded code contains a set of plugins that can be
used to compute processed data. These plugins might be available for different operating systems and installed software in general. Plugins are run in a separate address
spaces to utilize multiple CPU cores and support non-thread-safe APIs. Based on the
type of plugins the compute node supports, a list of supported data types is generated
and sent to the live data set, which then stores information about the compute node and
its associated data types for future requests from visualization clients.
Visualization clients can browse the live data set to determine which processed data
it contains. For example, if a visualization client contains functionality for processing
images but lack the functionality for reading PDF documents, it can request tiled images
of the document from the live data set. The live data set sends compute messages to
compute nodes that hold the document with an associated plugin. The compute nodes
produce image tiles from the document which is returned to the live data set and in
turn back to the visualization clients. All data is cached in the live data set to avoid
re-computation of data.

5

Implementation

Currently, one visualization system has been implemented as part of WallScope. The
system is implemented in C++ using OpenGL for rendering. C++ was chosen for allowing optimization of performance critical parts of the rendering engine. OpenGL was
chosen for cross-platform utilization of available graphics hardware. The visualization

system supports gigapixel images, virtual globes, 3D models of various formats and
regular images. The visualization system queries the live data set at regular intervals to
get an updated list of the processed data that it contains. Most of the data in the live data
set can be rendered using different levels of detail. Therefore the visualization system
is built to show a visualization of all the data that the live data set contains, enabling
users to get an overview, at the same time being able to zoom in at the finest level of
detail for each of the data set elements. A user can navigate in the visualization using
a touch-free interface constructed from a set of floor mounted cameras. The touch-free
interface supports common gestures found in regular touch displays such as panning
and zooming. Additionally, the touch-free interface supports 3D touch input allowing
users to easily navigate in 3D visualizations.
The live data set is implemented in C++ using Squid [29] as the front-end for
caching. The visualization clients request data from the live data set using HTTP. Although HTTP is a relatively heavyweight protocol, especially for usage in high performance distributed and parallel systems, it was chosen for the large number of existing
compatible systems (such as the aformentioned Squid cache system) and other applications and utilities (such as web browsers etc.) that can be used to debug and solve
problems with the system. Previously performed requests are handled by the Squid
cache. If the data for a request is not cached or has expired, the live data set inspects
the request, performs a lookup in the compute node list to find a compute node that can
process the request, and then sends a message to this compute resource to get processed
data.
The live data set has a Java JAR file that contains the code needed for a dynamic
compute resource to communicate with the live data set, as well as all the plugins developed for the system. A compute node downloads and executes this JAR file using the
Java Network Launch Protocol (JNLP) [26]. The user initiates the customization of the
compute node by clicking on a link in a browser. Once downloaded and started, the Java
code will validate the plugins to find the compatible plugins for the installed software
environment. The plugins are executable files created for a specific software platform.
Some of the plugins implemented are plugins to compute processed data from DOC,
DOCX, XLS, XLSX, PPT, PPTX, PDF and various 3D formats. These plugins utilize
the desktop applications already installed on the computer, for example using Microsoft
Component Object Model (COM) [18] to orchestrate a document conversion to a format that can be processed by the NAC service. The processed data ranges from image
tiles and PDFs to 3D models that the visualization clients can load. Since the dynamic
resources initiates contact with the live data set, the compute resources are available to
the system even though they might be behind Network Address Translation (NAT) or a
firewall.

6

Experiments

To evaluate the system, four experiments were conducted with the purpose of documenting the performance of the system, and to find potential bottlenecks. In all experiments a 350-page PDF document was used, and the time to rasterize (compute-side)
and display (display-side) the document was measured. In experiment one and two, the

number of compute nodes was varied between 1 and 28, and the image tiles produced
were encoded using PNG and JPG, respectively. In experiment three and four the produced image tiles (PNG and JPG) were loaded from the live data set’s cache and from
a local cache on each node.
6.1

Methodology

The hardware used in the experiments was: (i) a 28-node display cluster (Intel P4
EM64T 3.2 GHz, 2GB RAM, Hyper-Threading, NVidia Quadro FX 3400 w/256 MB
VRAM) interconnected using switched gigabit Ethernet and running the 32-bit version
of the Rocks Linux cluster distribution 4.0; (ii) A computer running the live data set,
the event server and the state server (same specifications as the display cluster nodes);
and (iii) 28 compute nodes (Intel Xeon Processor E5520 8M Cache 2.26 GHz, 2.5 GB
RAM, 4 cores, Hyper-Threading and running the 32-bit version of CentOS release 5.5).
Compute nodes were group-wise connected to gigabit switches (6 compute nodes per
group). These switches were connected to a gigabit switch connected to a router providing the link to the display nodes. The shared theoretical bandwidth between compute
nodes and display nodes was 1 gigabit per second.
For all experiments, the time used to compute and render a 350-page document was
measured, with the purpose of identifying the speedup when adding compute nodes
to the system, as well as documenting potential bottlenecks. The PDF document was
rasterized into image tiles on the compute-side. Each tile had a size of 512x512 pixels
and every page of the document comprised six such tiles. This yields a total resolution
of 550 megapixels for the 350 pages. In experiment one, PNG was used as the image
tile format. In experiment two, JPG was used. For both experiments, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and
28 compute nodes were used to compute the result. Each of these nodes had 4 compute processes running to utilize all the cores (not including Hyper-Threading). Every
display node was configured to perform 4 simultaneous requests to the live data set.
These requests were load-balanced on the available compute nodes by the live data set.
In experiment three and four, image tiles were loaded from the live data set’s cache and
from the local cache on each display node, with the purpose of documenting potential
bottlenecks in the cache system and the network bandwidth between the live data set
and the display nodes. For these experiments, the same image tiles requested in the previous experiments were used. The number of requests generated for each experiment
was 2432. This number is larger than the number of tiles that comprised the document,
and is caused by some of the image tiles overlapping between displays and thus are
requested at least 2 times. (The image tiles overlapping between display corners are
requested by 4 display nodes).
6.2

Results

Figures 3 and 4 show the time and speedup factor for experiment one and two. This includes the rasterization of the document into image tiles on the compute-side including
the time to encode the images to PNG or JPG, the transfer of these image tiles from
the compute-side, through the live data set, to the display-side, and the loading and
rendering of the image tiles on the display nodes.
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Figures 5 and 6 show the per-core and average core utilization for experiment one
and two.

Table 1 shows the average latency for one request in the system when using all 28
compute nodes. Table 2 shows the result of experiment three and four. The load time
for the LDS cache includes the time used to request data from the cache, the transfer of
the images over the network and the local time used to decode and render the images.
The load time for the local cache includes the time used to request the tiles from the
local cache, including the time to decode the images and render them.
Table 1. Average latency for a request to complete when using 28 compute nodes
Image Type Display-Side
LDS
Compute-Side
PNG
0.1521 sec 0.1456 sec 0.1445 sec
JPG
0.0865 sec 0.0574 sec 0.0533 sec

Table 2. Time to request and simultaneously display 2432 PNG or JPG encoded image tiles
requested from the live data set’s cache or from the local cache on each visualization node
Image Type Load Time LDS Cache Load Time Local Cache
PNG
1.694 sec
0.908 sec
JPG
1.305 sec
0.923 sec

6.3

Discussion

As can be seen from figures 3 and 4, the system benefits from increased number of
compute nodes. When using PNG as the image format, the total load time is 74.66 seconds using 1 compute node. When using all nodes this time is reduced to 4.20 seconds,
which translates to a speedup of 17.77. When using JPG as the image format the time
to load the entire document using one compute node is 20.66 seconds. This time is
reduced to 2.4 seconds using all compute nodes, translating to a speedup of 8.59. However, as both figures show, the load time and speedup factor does not translate with a
linear one to one factor with the use of additional compute nodes. In addition, for JPG
the speedup is approximately half of the speedup of PNG when using all nodes and
only increases with 0.43 when going from 16 to 28 nodes. This indicates a bottleneck
in the system. When the produced image tiles are located in the live data set’s cache, the
time used to load and display the document on the display-side is 1.694 for PNG and
1.305 for JPG (table 2). The reason that the compute system cannot produce data with
this rate is a combination of the latency introduced by computing the image tiles on
the compute-side and the number of connections that is established from every node on
the display-side. During the experiments every display node had 4 request connections.
For PNG the average latency per request is 0.1521 seconds. When using 4 connections
this translates to a total average of 3.3 seconds per display node (((2432 / 28) / 4) x
0.1521). However, the compute nodes are idle some of this time. For JPG this is even

worse. The latency per request is 0.0865 seconds, giving a total latency of 1.88 seconds.
However, the compute nodes are using 0.0533 seconds per compute request, giving a
larger idle time. The result of this can be seen from figures 5 and 6. The core utilization
decreases as the number of nodes increases. When using PNG as the image format, the
CPU core utilization is 3.95 using 4 cores on one node. This value is reduced to 3.21 using all nodes. For JPG, the CPU core utilization using 1 node is 3.89, which is reduced
to 2.03 using all nodes. To solve this situation the display-side could be configured to
use more than 4 connections to the live data set. However, there is a tradeoff between
the number of connections established from the display-side and the performance of the
rendering engine. Request threads are responsible for decoding the data to the rendering
engine. Decoding of images is CPU bound and request threads will therefore compete
with the rendering engine for CPU cycles on a single-core computer. This will in turn
affect the framerate of the visualization. However, this problem can be solved in several
ways (separate request functionality from decoding functionally, pipeline requests or
use multi-core computers on the display-side with a dedicated core for the rendering
engine). In addition to the display-side modifications, the connections between the live
data set and the compute nodes should allow for pipelining of requests to increase the
core utilization and mask latency. The presented suggestions are all part of future work
and currently being investigated.

7

Conclusion

This paper has presented the Network Accessible Compute (NAC) model and a system, WallScope, adhering the model. The NAC model is realized using a live data set
architecture, which separates compute nodes from visualization nodes using a data set
containing data customized for the particular visualization domain. Visualization clients
request data from the live data set, which forwards these requests to available network
accessible compute resources. Network accessible compute resources start the relevant
personal desktop applications and use them to produce output that can be transferred
into display-side compatible formats by the NAC service. The results are returned to
the visualization clients for rendering.
Experiments conducted show that the compute resources in the system can be utilized in parallel to increase the overall performance of the system, improving the load
time of a PDF document from 74.7 to 4.2 seconds (PNG) and 20.7 to 2.4 seconds (JPG)
when going from 1 to 28 compute nodes. This shows that the application output from
personal desktop computers can be made interoperable with high-resolution tiled display walls, with good performance and without being limited to the resolution of the
local desktop and display. The main bottleneck in the system is the compute-side of
the system combined with the synchronous communication mechanism used throughout the system. Currently, work is being done to improve on this. The experiments
conducted have shown promising possibilities for displaying of static content such as
document and images. Future research will focus on more dynamic content such as
collaborative edited documents and videos, in addition to integrating more applications
with the compute-side software.
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